Microfluorometric study of oxygen dependence of (1"-pyrene butyl)-2-rhodamine ester probe in mitochondria of living cells.
The access to oxygen concentration is of importance in various organelles of living cells, especially in mitochondria. A new probe, (1"-pyrene butyl)-2-rhodamine ester, was designed to target this organelle. We present here the properties of the probe in such an environment. Microspectrofluorometry confirms the localization of the probe in the mitochondrial environment at low doses (1 microM). At these doses, the cell toxicity experiments show no effect on the cell growth. The emission spectrum measured at an excitation wavelength of 340 nm (pyrene centered) indicates energy transfer from the pyrene to the rhodamine chromophore, as also observed in an ethanol solution. With excitation at 337 nm, the excited state decays biexponentially with lifetime decays of 6-9 ns and 90 ns. The first corresponds to the intrinsic fluorescence of the cell and the latter corresponds to the pyrene chromophore. In degassed conditions the pyrene lifetime decay increases up to 130 ns. Under an oxygen atmosphere the lifetime decays decrease to 62 ns. The lifetime changes with the oxygen concentration were compared with the range obtained during our previous study in ethanol solution (5-220 ns). The observed differences were interpreted by studying the lifetime of the probe in simplified environments, liposome suspensions and protein solutions. In this paper we show that the new probe can be used to measure the fluctuation of oxygen concentration in the surroundings of mitochondria.